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Domino theme party invitations



Put your guests in a festive spirit with these easy-to-do invitations. Cut the paper into the shape of an airplane and decorate. Then tap a white ribbon or a piece of white paper behind the plane like a streamer, and write the party information on it. To embellish an invitation, create a homemade setting with
pink shears or handcrafted shears with funny edges (scallops, semicircles, triangles). Or cut large shapes, such as fish or apples, and stick your invitation to the center of each shape. Trace the body of a paper doll, then place a color copy of the birthday girl's head on top. Write the details of the party on
the body and enclose a cutout of a dress for children to color and decorate. Invite guests to bring their creations to the party. Save an invitation to a packet of seeds such as sunflowers, corn or marigolds. Have dirt and starter pots at the party with extra packets of seeds. Type a small spring (available in
hardware stores or craft stores) inside a home invitation or purchased in-store. Take pictures or use stickers and attach them to the top of the spring for a jack-in-the-box effect when the envelope is open. To make a colorful invitation on the subject of bugs, use the red card stock. Then cut the ovals with
decorative paper, and stick on the card. Create the head, legs and antennae with a fine marker, and write in the game details. Use parchment-style paper or aged white paper with a damp tea bag. (Let the paper dry completely.) You can burn the edges of the paper (adults only!) by lighting the edge and
blowing the flame immediately. Repeat if necessary. Write down the details of the invitation and draw hieroglyphics for more effect. Roll the paper into a parchment, then secure with weighted string with two pebbles. Delivery by hand or mail in tubes. Cut a 4-inch x 11-inch rectangle from a piece of red
construction paper and fold in half. Mark carefully and fold the flap of the card 1 inch from the crease. Punch two holes in this folded section. Buckle the string through the holes, knot, and cut any excess. To decorate the front of the invitation, cut a 2-inch x 1 3/4-inch rectangle from a piece of blue
construction paper; Attach a small photo of your child Cut the blue paper border with scissors at the edges of scallops and paste the tangled image on the front of the card. Using a large craft punch, cut out two cores and attach it with glue next to the photo. Write the details of the invitation on a 3-inch x 5-
inch piece of white paper, apply glue and center it inside This invitation will put your guests in the team spirit. Cut the stock of blue and orange cards into pennant triangles, each slightly larger than the one before. Stick together and use a marker to write down the details of the party. Send baseball card-
style invitations with the birthday child's photo in the frame and party information in the statistics section. To do this, use a color photocopier or computer. Use glitter markers to write party details about tags. Using silver wire, attach labels to bejeweled sunglasses. (To save money, decorate cheap
cardboard with glitter paint.) Let the guests wear their shades to the party. The fleecy fabric gives this invitation a cozy touch. Trace the pajama pattern on the fabric, cut out the pajama shapes, and stick them on the folded card stock. Add invitation details with an alphabetical marker or stickers. Our
pillowcases invites is perfect for sleepovers. Marker Pillowcase Ribbon Trim paper bags tag with scalloped scissors. Write party information about the label in the marker. Fold the pillowcase in half lengthwise and roll. Tie the ribbon around the rolled pillowcase and thread one end of the ribbon through the
label. Send the cardboard transmission tube. Celebrate your child's journey by showing his or her handprint on a little girl. This invitation will be a memory that your guests will be sure to cherish. (Don't forget to make a supplement in a larger size for your own child to wear.) For an economical version, draw
a onesie on the stock of cards. Infant Onesies or Puff T-shirts and Painted Fabric Brush or Sponge Tags Layer-ing Ribbon Apply fabric paint by hand using a brush or sponge. (Practice on paper before making handprints on onesies.) Paints are not toxic, but enlist a helper to prevent your child from putting
his fingers in his mouth or on the fabric. (The paint will easily wash its hands with water.) The dry ones overnight. Then use puff pastry paint to write a birthday message on those and labels, practicing first. Dry all night. Pin the cards to them, fold and tie them with tape. Make color copies of your child's
photo or use your computer to create an invitation that features your birthday boy or girl. Slip it into a CD jewelry case, and add party details. Pump the volume before the party by sending your guests a CD of your favorite songs. Virgin CD with solid case and modeled paper train model (click below)
Scissors Stick Rubber stamps Cut patterned paper to fit inside the CD case. Trace the enlarged train pattern to solid paper, cut, and paste to the piece of paper that will line the case cover. Cut a square from white paper and write information about the parts. Stick square to paper that will line the back of
the CD case. Record festive music on the CD and label. Mail in a cd-sized box. Give everyone their own cookie cutter in advance with this adorable invitation. White craft paper Man in the shape of a cookie cutter Admit One rubber stamp Ink pad Stamp -pattern paper edger Ribbon Glue stick Hole punch
Cut craft paper in 3-inch x 5-inch rectangle. Create the Admit One label with a rubber stamp. Decorate the empty space with an image on the subject of the circus, like a large top (right). Cut the edges of the label with the Stamp paper edger. Write invitation information on the back of the label, puncture the
hole in one end, and tie around the animal cookie cutter with the ribbon. Courier in a colorful padded envelope or a small gift box filled with crumpled wrap. Ask the post office to cancel by hand. Draw or create a collage of a clown's head on a stock of light cards; cut it and cut a slit in his sound Unroll a
party fan and write all the information along it; insert the end into the clown's mouth. Deliver them by hand or mail them in padded envelopes. Photocopy a teddy bear coloring-book and write the details of the part on it. Ask each guest to bring a favorite teddy bear - or any beloved teddy bear. One step for
Mikey, a giant pile of fun for everyone! Print a similar title, and party specifics on paper. Your home computer may have a space-age font and clip art for that. If not, photocopy the stop invitation with a space theme, or embellish it with stars and other stickers. If your child can do this, show them how to fold
each invitation into a streamlined paper space shuttle. For each guest, cut a simple barn shape from the red building apper; Cut a T-shaped slot for double doors. On a piece of white paper, draw the outline of the barn with the doors open. Write down the details of the part inside the door outline and
photocopy as needed. Cut out the white barns and stick one behind each red barn. Cut an 11-inch x 4-inch rectangle from yellow card and fold in half lengthwise. On the front of the folded card, draw and cut a bow 2 1/2 inches from the top edge. To make the colored pencils, cut a 4-inch x 5-inch rectangle
from purple cardboard. Cut the top edge to look like pencil tips. Draw in detail with a black pen; sticks to the inside of the front flap of the card. Cut two small purple triangles; stick them on the lower corners of the invitation. Write the details of the party in the purple marker. Shape a painter's palette cut into
shackle folders. Stick on construction paper blobs painting in matching colors and add the necessary information. Write a proclamation: Listen to yourself, listen to yourself! Come to Julie's Castle to celebrate her birthday and include the details of the party. Photocopy on parchment paper, wrap it in a
parchment and tie it with a royal blue ribbon. To make the mailing tube, photocopy a map of your neighbourhood on 8 1/2-inch x 14-inch paper. Use the spray holder to stick the card to a 2-inch x 12-inch direct mail tube. To make the invitation, cut the edges of an 8 1/2-inch x 14-inch piece of blue paper
with scallop-edged scissors. Photocopy a second card on 8 1/2-inch x 14-inch paper and cut 1 inch from each edge; Apply the spray mount to the back side of the card and center it on the blue paper. Cut out two 3 1/2-inch green rectangles x 1/2-inch green rectangles; cut the edges with scallop-edged
scissors. Ask one on the invitation and write in the details of the party. Stick the other to the transmission tube; add an address label. To do this, fold a 9-inch x 12-inch piece of pink construction paper in half and cut the edges with scallop-edged scissors. Cut a heart from a piece of purple construction
paper and glue to the top right corner of the card. Place a Barbie dress (or accessory) on the card. After placing it, use a pin to drill two small holes in the pink paper on either side of the garment size. Attach yourself to the map by donning the pink ribbon the holes and bequeathing it around the dress in a
bow. Cut out a 3 1/2-inch x 5-inch rectangle of the rest of the purple paper, fill in the party information and stick to the inside of the card. Mail in a padded envelope to protect the dress. Be sure to ask customers to bring their favorite Barbie and maybe a couple of outfits. Write Have fun! upside down in
block letters on a 4-inch x 6 1/2-inch piece of coloured construction paper. Cut out the letters with a hand-crafted knife. Stick the paper to a piece of patterned paper of the same size. Cut the edges with scallop-edged scissors. Write the party details on the card - be sure to tell the kids to wear shirts and
pants upside down - and cover with contrasting flaps tied with a stick of glue. Fold the construction paper in half. Attach a real packet of seeds with a rubber cement blob, so that it can be removed and used. Write: We are planting the seeds for a big party! I hope you can come! Have dirt and starter pots at
the party with extra packets of seeds. Right © 2004. Reprinted with permission from the April 2002 issue of Parents magazine. Magazine.
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